WHY SPEND MORE, WHEN YOU CAN SERVE BETTER FOR LESS?

WITH BRITA PROFESSIONAL.
Great-tasting water for your guests - at an attractive price.
ENJOY WATER À LA CARTE.

AT AN APPETIZING PRICE.
BRITA's water dispensers give you fresh, great-tasting water on tap. They allow you to offer your visitors and guests the very best – in your hotel, restaurant, or conference room. Replace expensive, wasteful bottled products with chilled water enhanced through filtration.

All you need is mains water. Your BRITA Professional dispenser does everything else. It removes impurities to improve taste and quality. Your guests, visitors, and employees will enjoy chilled, clean, sparkling water on demand.
Our systems help you increase customer satisfaction, and more. Transform your tap water into a delicious beverage, one that reflects the quality of your establishment. Serve it in BRITA bottles branded with your logo. The result is not just added value, but also added profit margin.

BRITA dispensers provide you with your very own, highly efficient supply of water – a complete solution that delivers outstanding cost-efficiency and a smaller ecological footprint. Proudly serve guests your very own water – regional, refreshing, remarkable – chilled, still or sparkling, according to their preferences.
YOUR WATER, YOUR BENEFITS.

Tap into cost savings.

Buying, transporting and storing bottles and crates is a laborious, wasteful process. It consumes precious resources, generates plastic waste, and takes up valuable space – costing restaurants and other businesses significant time and money. BRITA’s comprehensive solution eliminates all these problems at a stroke, and translates into a smaller ecological footprint for your business.

• Dispensers connected to the mains completely eliminate wastage and hassle associated with buying, transporting and storing bottled water.
• One litre of refreshing water from a BRITA Professional water dispenser costs only about cents (depending on your utility and equipment). As a general rule, your investment will pay off during the first year.

A genuine business partnership.

We offer a broad portfolio of water dispensers – combining outstanding design with outstanding technology. So you will find exactly what you need, with the right capacity, for your organisation.

Our certified professionals will carry out the corresponding installation, maintenance and other services, ensuring everything runs smoothly from the word go. We will also supply you with filters and any other consumables you need – plus customisable bottles and other accessories.

BRITA gives you a complete solution: you can create the water your customers want, and serve it in attractive serving bottles. In addition, there is a broad choice of accessories for simplified carrying, storage and cleaning, including crates, dishwasher baskets, and fridge racks.

BRITA is your genuine partner, with answers to all your business’s drinking water needs. For example, you have the option of a comprehensive, budget-friendly rental package.
Serve your water in designer bottles featuring your logo.

Make a big impression by branding the exclusive BRITA bottles with your logo. Not only do they look classy – they can be reclosed, and are dishwasher-safe. The one-piece bottle top enables you to maintain impeccable hygiene.

A new source of revenue.

When you have your very own source of great-tasting table water, you can tap into new revenue streams. For example, you can charge per bottle served, or charge a flat fee for each table, and provide a bottomless supply of “house water”.

An eco-friendly and cost-effective alternative.

Multiple benefits add up to an irresistible business proposition:
- Serve quality water in reusable BRITA bottles
- Less hassle: no need to buy, transport, return or dispose of bottled water products
- Free up essential storage space
- No need for refrigerated storage; lower electricity consumption
- Greater long-term profitability thanks to a cost-effective source of great-tasting table water

We are happy to help you determine your business’s potential savings – simply contact us for details. In addition, we offer made-to-measure financing and rental options.

An end-to-end approach to service.

BRITA’s water dispensers allow you to offer visitors and guests the very best water à la carte. They are ideal in any scenario where fresh, great-tasting water is a must – in your hotel or restaurant, in waiting areas and chill zones, in conference rooms, for catering services, and more.
Ideal for all catering and conference areas.

The VIVREAU Bottler is a powerful water dispenser for all hospitality and catering environments, such as corporate headquarters, hotels and restaurants. Chilled water is readily available via a front with option for both still and carbonated water from two designated dispense taps. It is equipped with a high performance ice-bank refrigeration, delivering high volumes of chilled water at consistently low temperatures. Available in five different installation options it perfectly fits to individual location needs.
Great for kitchens (hot water) or the stylish executive office.

The VIVREAU ViTap is the clever and easy-to-use multifunctional water dispenser for tea kitchens, offices, conference and banqueting rooms. Besides supplying chilled still and sparkling water, it also includes a hot water function for tea drinkers. The VIVREAU ViTap is a space-saving solution: Only the tap is installed on the work surface, while the cooling-carbonating unit and the boiler can be accommodated in the base cabinet underneath. It is available in five dispense options, considering individual water requirements.

Ancillary Items

On request with extensive accessories as solid package part.

- BRITA Bottles in different design series and sizes
- Various individualization possibilities
- Storage crates
- Washing trays
- Cup dispenser
- Cups in different styles and sizes
YOUR SOURCE OF BETTER WATER.
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